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 Timescapes Archive

 Registration required

 Say why you want to use the data

 Deposit – decisions by Bren Neale and Kahryn Hughes

 Demonstration shows ‘browse’ and ‘search’

 Importance of documentation and metadata





Browse allows navigation by Project or by Case. 
Let’s look at Project.



Here we have a list of all the projects with content in the 
archive at the moment.
Let’s look at the Changing Landscapes project.



Each project has a landing page with some basic details of the 
project and a link to any relevant project web site. If we scroll 
down, we can see the cases associated with this project in the 
archive.



There are 33 items associated with this project: 
some project context and 32 cases. 
Let’s choose case RF01.



You will find some details of the case and 
also a link to content – in this case a 
transcription of an interview. However, 
access to the transcript is restricted to 
those who have registered with the 
archive and been granted access to the 
content.



It is also possible to search the repository.



Several search options are available. Document content is a useful place 
to start as it searches across all the indexed content in the files – for 
example, the text of transcribed interviews.



A search for friendship finds 134 results. Several of these are from 
the Pathways through Participation project however, if we scroll 
down we can see that the search has also found matches in other 
projects.



Friendship has matched content in Choice and Change and Dynamics of Motherhood. 
Let’s choose one of the cases from Choice and Change. We can see there are several 
different files associated with YP011.



The case contains several items 
associated with the main subject of 
the case and has interviews 
conducted in three waves.



Search filtering
 There are ways of refining the search / filtering the 

results



Repeat the search for friendship 
and limit to case studies where the 
subject is male.



Searching for friendship 
and filtering by male finds 
26 results where the 
subject is male. Again, the 
search matches across all 
the projects and the files 
are only available to 
registered users.



Friendship search

This is a teenager talking 
about his friendship groups, 
while he constructs a 
relational map showing who 
is important in his life.



Relational map

And here is the 
relational map that 
he constructed.



Timeline

Here is a timemap constructed 
by a young father, who is 
envisaging his future life 
following the arrival of his son. 
These are good ‘tools to think 
with’ in interview settings and 
there are many such 
timemaps in the archive



Future essay

This is an essay created by a 15 year old who was asked to envisage her life at the age of 
25. From her interviews we know that this is a realist picture of her aspirations and 
likely trajectory over time. Several projects in the archive have used this technique -
and the essays and associated interview transcripts make fascinating reading.



Volunteering search


